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Abstract. NeEiporuk’s theorem yields lower bounds on the size of branching programs computing 
specific boolean functions. Specifically, if f is a boolean function, V, , . . . , VP is a partition of the 
set of variables of J; and rvi( f) is the number of different restrictions off to Vi, then the size of 
every branching program which computes f is at least 
C’ i 
log h,(f) 
i=l log log rv,(f) 
where c is some positive constant. 
In this note we determine the larg.% monotokrc non-decreasing function t( l ) for which 
NeEiporuk’s theorem remains true when the iabove sum is replaced by CT==, t(r”,( f )). We show 
that t(m) - $ log m/(log log m) and obtain explicit formulae for it. 
We start with some basic definitions. 
nition 1.1 (Boolean functions, assignments, restrictions). A boolear; function is a 
function f: (0, 1)’ + (Cl, 1) where V is a finite set. Suppose that LJ G K A function 
cy : U + (0, I} is called an assignment. Denote by fa : (0, l}v-u + (0, 1) the function 
obtained from f by assigning the variables of U the values specified by cy. The 
function j;1 is called a restriction of f to V- U. Denote by rU( f) the number of 
different restrictions off to U. 
(branching programs). A branching program P is a directed acyclic 
a special vertex s, called the source, and two other special vertices called 
vertices are labeled by variables from the set {x1,. l l , xn} 
and the tbvo sii~ks are labeled, respectively, by the constants 0 
vertex !k,s fan-9.r two and the edges leaving it are label 
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assignment of values bl, . . . , b, to the input variables x1,. . . ) x, defines a unique 
computation path which starts at s, leaves every non-sink vertex labeled by xi through 
the edge labeled by bi, and ends in a sink labeled by $( 6, , . . . , b,). The function $ 
is said to be the function computed by the program P. When we want to emphasize 
that s is the source of the program P we denote the rogram by (R s). 
‘The size of the program P is defined to be the number of non-sink vertices in it. 
If f is a boolean function, we denote by BP(f) the minimal size of 10 branching 
program which computes J 
If P is a branching program, U is a subset of its variables, ar is an assignment 
of values to the variables of U, and v, u are two vertices in P, we say that v da u 
iff the unique computation path which starts at v, leaves every non-sink vertex 
labeled by a variable x E U through the edge labeled by a(x) and ends in a sink 
or a non-sink vertex labeled by a variable not in U passes through u. 
The descendants of a vertex v in a branching program P are all the vertices in P 
(including v itself) to which there are directed paths from v. 
NeEiporuk’s theorem for branching programs states the following. 
Theorem 1.3 ([2], see also [4]). If f: (0, 1)” + (0, 1) is a boolean function and if 
V l,***, VP is a partition of V then 
BP(f)ac- i 
log rVi(f) 
i=llOglOg r&(f) 
where c is some fixed positive constant. 
(Here and throughout the papem’ all the logarithms are natural.) 
( T%e set 0). Denote by 0 the set of all functions t( l ) for which the 
relation BP(f) 2 CF=, f( rvi (f )) holds for every function f and every partition 
v v*. I,**@, 
In this note we determine the largest monotone non-decreasing function t( 0) in 
8. In Section 2 we define a function T( .) and define t( l ) to be its integrai inverse. 
We then show that t E 0 and study the asymptotic behavior of T( a) and t( 0). We 
prove that t(m) - f log m/(log log m). At the end of the section we obtain explicit 
formulae for T( . ) (and therefore also for t( l )). In Section 3 we show that if TE 0 
then f( T(n)) s t( T(n)) = n for every n 2 1. In particular, t ( . ) is the largest monotone 
non-decreasing function in @. 
is shows that the function g mf (log log m) is indeed the asymptotically best 
ich can be used in eorem 1.3. The function t( . ) defined in this note 
tter than the functions used in the previous presentations of NeGporuk’s 
a function t”( l ) which satisfies t’(m) - 
log m) was used. 
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It is known that the bounds obtained using NeiSiporuk’s method cannot grow 
faster than 0( n/log n)*. Sequences of functions for which the lower bounds using 
NeCiporuk’s method have this asymptotic behaviour were built by NeEiporuk [2] 
and Paul 131. 
NeEiporuk’s method can also be used in order to obtain lower bounds on the 
formula complexity of boolean functions. More specifically, for every basis I(E there 
exists a positive constant c n such that for every function f and every partition 
V 19---v VP of f’s variables 
Ldf)%2 E lw*r,,(S)-1, 
i=l 
where La(f) is the formula complexity off over 0. Denote by Bk the basis which 
contains all the functions of k or less variables. Denote by ck = csk the best constant 
for which the above relation always holds. In [5], the behavior of the sequence ck 
is studied. It is shown there that c2 = l/log2 St c3 = l/(2 log2 6), c4= l/(3 log2 6). 
Furthermore, c,, . . . , c8 are expressed as the limits of easily computed sequences. 
For the next values of cp, extremely tight approximations are obtained and it is 
shown that ck - log2 k/k*. In this note we combine methods imilar to the ones used 
in [5] together with some new ideas. 
2. The functions T( l ) and ?( 0) 
The functions T( l ) and t( 0) are defined as follows. 
Definition 2.1 ( The functions T( . ) and t( l )) 
T(n) =max 
there exists a branching program which computes f 
in which exactly n vertices are labeled by variables from V ’ 
A moment’s reflection shows that the value of T(n) is finite although no bound was 
placed on the number of vertices labeled by variables not in K (It certainly does 
not exceed the total number of boolean functions on K) 
‘The function !( l ) is defined to be the integral inverse of T( l ), that is: 
t(m)=min{nHIT(n)>m], mal. 
The motivation behind these definitions becomes clear in the next simple theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Iff: (0, 1)" + (0, 1) is a boolean function and V, , . . . , VP is a partition 
P(f) aCfs, t(rv,(f )). In other words t E 0. 
Let p be a branching program of size (j’) which computes 9: 
ni the number of vertices in P labeled by vari from V;:. It is clea 
c 
P 
i=l ni = BP( f ). Not now that r+,(f) s erefore n; 3 t(~vi(~))* 
ming up we get that (f 1 =jlT=j ni aCr=, th,(f )I~ 0 
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In order to estimate and then to compute the function T( l ) we introduce the 
notion of canonical programs. 
Definition 2.3 ( Canonical programs). A camons’cal br nching program P is a branching 
program with n non-sink vertices each one of them labeled by a different variable 
from the set {x,, . . . , xn}, and in which all the edges are directed from “small to 
large”, i.e., if Xi + xi is an edge in P then i <j. Notice that every function which 
can be defined using a canonical program can also be defined using a canonical 
program whose source is x1. (If x& is the source of the program then simply redirect 
the two edges emanating from xl into xk.) Thus we assume that the source of each 
canonical program is x 1. Denote by CP, the set of all canonical programs of size 
n. Denote by CF, the set of all functions defined by the programs in CP,. It is easy 
to see that ICF,( s ICP,I = [(n + l)!]‘. 
Lemma 2.4. T(n) s ICF,I < [(n + I)!]‘, 
Proof. Let f: (0, 1)” + (0, 1) be a function defined by a program P, let U E V and 
suppose that exactly n vertices in P are labeled by variables from U and that 
ru(f) = T(n). 
Relabel the non-sink vertices in P by distinct new variables. Denote the program 
obtained by P’,, denote by U’ the set of variables which label the vertices formerly 
labeled by variables from U, and denote by f the function computed by P’. It is 
easy to see that rUI( f) 2 ru(f) and therefore also rut($) = T(n). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that U’= {x,, . . . , x,}. We can also o?der the variables 
in U’ in such a way that if there is a directed path from the vertex labeled by xi to 
the vertex labeled by xj then i < j. 
Notice now that when we assign constants to the variables not in U’ we are left 
with a canonical program on the variables x1, . . . , x,. Thus T(n) = r&f’) s ICF,I s 
[(n + l)!]*. Cl 
In Lemma 3.3 below we show that in fact T(n) = ICF,I. 
efinitionr 2.9 (Tlk sets CFE and the function T*( l )). Denote by CFZ the set of 
CF, functions which depend on all the variables x1, . . . , x,,. Denote T*(n) = I CFZI. 
It is clear that T(n) = xi_-, (i) T*( k). 
. (i) Let P E CP, be a canonical program. Then (P x1 ) deJines a function ” 
which depends on all the variables x1, . . . , x,, if and only if P contains no parallel edges 
and the indegrees of all its vertices (except x1) are nonzero. 
be two distinct canonical programs. note by f and g the 
x1 ). Iff and g depend on all the variables x1, . . . , x,, 
then f # g. 
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Proof. (i): Clearly, if (P, x1) contains a pair of parallel edges, or if some vertex in 
P different from x1 has indegree 0, then the function defined by (P, x,) does not 
depend on all the variables x1, . . . , x,. 
We prove the converse by induction on n. If n = 1 then since P does not contain 
parallel edges, the function compute by P is either x1 or 2,. These functions do 
depend on the variable xi. 
Suppose now that n > 1. Since the indegree of x2 is nonzero, there exists an 
Q E (0, 1) for which x1 ** x2. Since P contains no parallel edges, x1 +’ *xk for some 
k > 2. (Actually, the a-edge from x1 may go into one of the sinks. The proof in this 
case is similar.) Denote by A and B the sets of all descendants of x2, and of xk 
respectively, in R We know that A v B = {x2, . . . , x,). By the induction hypothesis 
the function &.a9 defined by the program (P, x2), depends on all the variables of A, 
and the function fti, defined by the program (P, &) depends on all the variables of 
B. Win?? x2 E A - B, it is clear that h # f ii and therefore the function f = (x1 0 ti)f4 v 
(xl@c;)fz, which is th e f unction defined by (P, xl), depends on all the variables 
X1,s.*pXfie 
(ii): The proof is again by induction on n. For n = 1 the claim clearly holds. 
Suppose now that n > 1. Let k be the smallest index for which the edges emanating 
from #k in G and Q are not identical. Denote by A (respectively by B), the set of 
ndants of & in P (in Q respectively). Denote by PA the s&program of P 
y A and by the sinks, and by QB the subprogram of Q induced by B and 
the sinks. Denote by fA, gB the functions computed by (PA, xk) and (QB, xk) 
respectively. There exists an assignment (Y to the variables x1, . . . , fckwl such that 
fa = fA and ga = gB. By part (i) of this lemma fA and gB depend on all the variables 
of A and B respectively. If A # B then clearly fA # gs, otherwise the fact that fA # gB 
follows from the induction hypothesis. Therefore fa Z ga which implies that f # g, 
as required. Cl 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem2.7. T(n)aT*(n)>(k!)L”ikJ(n-k)! forevery lsks$. 
Proof. We build more than (k!) !“lkJ (n - k) ! different canonical programs with no 
parallel edges in which the indegrees of all the vertices except x1 are nonzero. Using 
the two parts of Lemma 2.6, we get that the functions defined by these programs 
(when x1 serves as the source) are all distinct. Therefore T(n) 2 T*(n) = IGFzI > 
(kl)Ln/kJ(n -k)l. 
We assume for simplicity that k 1 n (the general case is similar). 
are constructed in the following way: We partition the n vertices 
n/k blocks of k vertices each. Each adjacent pair of vertices in the first block is 
connected by an l-edge. The O-edges emanating from the vertices of the it 9 
i < n/k, are directed into the vertices of the (i + I)st block in such a way that no 
two of them enter the same vertex. Notice that the indegree of every non-sink 
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vertex is now exactly 1 and that the number of possible choices up to now is 
(k Q(n/k)-l* 
In order to complete the programs we have to specify the O-edges emanating from 
the last layer (there are (k + l)! choices), and the l-edges emanating from the last 
vertex of the first block and from the vertices in the rest of the blocks. The number 
of choices here is (n - k + 1) ! (notice that we are not allowed to choose parallel 
edges). This completes the proof. 17 
In fact, as pointed out by one of the referees, one can easily prove a result which 
is slightly stronger than the result of Theorem 2.7. For example, if n = 2k - 1 we can 
get 
T(n)> [(?)!I* l jl (y)! 
using the following argument: partition the n nodes into k- 1 blocks of size 1, 
2 qk-‘. Direct the edges emanating from a block into the next block in such a ,**o,L 
at the indegree of each node (except he source) -will be exactly one. In other 
s, construct a complete binary tree. The edges emanating from the last block 
can now be freely chosen. This result can be easily extended to cover the case where 
n is not of the specified form. However, the details are somewhat more cumbersome. 
As we shall see in the next corollary, the present form of Theorem 2.7 is sufficient 
for our purposes. 
Corollary 2.8. log T(n) - 2n log n, t(m) -4 log m/(log log m). 
roof. We know that (k!) L”‘kJ (n-k)!sT(n)s[(n+l)!j* for every lsk&n. 
Choosing k - n/log n we immediately get that log T(n) - 2n log n and therefore 
t(m) -4 Bog m/(log log m). r! 
For the sake of completeness 
to compute the exact values of 
proof of these formulae appears 
we state two formulae which can be used in order 
T*(n), and therefore also of T(n) and t(m). The 
in the appendix. Note however that although these 
formulae determine t(m) precisely for all m, they do not supply immediately the 
asymptotic behavior of the function t( l ), which was determined in the la-it corollary. 
*(n)=(n+l)!* n!-*f’ n 
0 k=l k 
T”(k) n31 
= y (-l)k 
k=O 
)!(n-k)! naI, 
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where 
and 
(:>=(;:;)+n(n-o(y) k>l, n>l 9 
=(n-k+l)(n-k) (LI:)+{nil}, k>O, n>l 
3. O&I-even branch 
The way the functions T( l ) and t( 0) were defined nsures that t E 0 (Theorem 
2.2). In order to prove that if t’(m) > t(m) for some m then t’ti 0 or, pushed to 
the limit, to prove that if 
t’(mo)> t(mo) and i(m)= 
t’( mo) if m = mo, 
o 
otherwise 
then TB @, we try to construct a sequence of functions {fn}yE1 such that the set of 
variables of fn can be partitioned into p,, + 1 subsets V& , l . . , ?&,“, U, in such a 
way that rvmi(f) = m for all 1 G i up,, and such thai p,t(m)JBP(f,) +n*a, 1. In this 
section we are able to construct such sequences when m = T(n) for some n. For 
these constructions we turn the famous odd-even sorting networks (see for example 
[ 11) into branching programs. 
Notice that if t’( T(k)) > t( T(k)) = k for some k and t’(1), t’(2), t’(3), t’(4) 3 1 
then the fact that t’e 0 can be proved in a much simpler way. Simply build a 
canonical program P E CP” which defines a function f for which there exists a subset 
V of the variables of size k for which r,(f) = T(k). Now, complete V into a partition 
of all the variables by defining singletons U1, . . . . bL_k for the remaining variables. 
Since I s rvi (f) G 4 for every 1 c i s n - k we get that 
BP(f)= n =k+(n-k)<t’(T(k))+( n-k)~t’(rv(f))+nik W”,(f)) 
and therefore t’e 0. 
The result we prove is of course more general. We begin by defining the odd-even 
branching programs. 
(odd-even branch). For every n 3 1 and every even m 3 2 define 
to be the branching program whose gra 
each, in which the connections between 
ex i 
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Fig. 1. Odd-even branching program. 
Isjsn. Ifj<n the the O-edge manating from Xi,j goes to Xi,j+l and the l-edge 
from Xi,j goes t0 Xi+(_t)i+j,j+l (the first index here is taken modulo m). The O-edges 
of the vertices in the last layer go into the O-sink and the: l-edges go into the l-sink 
(as shown in Fig. 1). The non-sink vertices of OEB,, are labeled by distinct variables. 
For simplicity we use Xi,j to denote also the variable labeling the vertex Xi,j. The 
source of OEB,,,, is x1,]. The function computed by OEB,,,n is denoted by &n. 
mma 3.2. Let m 3 1 be an even integer. For eveq. function IT : { 1, . . . , m} + 
rily a permutation) there xists ati assignment Q!of constants 
s i G m, 1 s j s m} of OEBm,,+I under which Xi,1 +a Xm(i),m+l 
dfor every 1 G i S m. 
oof. If m is a per tation then the claim follows immediately from the fact that 
Odd-Even Sort is a FarGng network. 
Suppose now that sp is not a permutation. Define the sets Ai = 6*(i) for 1 s i s m. 
Choose a permuation T‘ such that if Ai # 0 then i E w’(Ai) and such that 7~’ is 
monotone decreasing on every Ai. We know that there exists an assignment ar under 
which Xi,1 +QI Xm’(i),m+l for 1 s i G m. We may assume that the paths Xi,1 ,a Xm’(i),m+l 
do not use the l-e xl,i + &,i+t or &n,i + xl,i+l which are not present in the 
ordinary odd-even Since 7~’ is decreasing on every Ai, we get that every pair 
must cross one another. In particular, 
am {Xj,! +Iy Xm'(j),m+.l 1j F, 
and that the paths Xj,l +a Xmt(j),m+l an 
s a and a + 1, and between layers 
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Fig. 2. Directing the path from Xi.1 to Xi,m+l, 
and b + 1, as shown in Fig. Z(a). Change the value assigned to x~,& by LY to 0. Denote 
the new assignment byCT’. Notice that now also Xj,] 3”’ x~,~+~ as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
Continuing in this way we obtain an assignment Q” which satisfies the requirements 
of the lemma. Cl 
Proof. For brevity denote y1 = x~,~, . . . , yk = x~,~~(~-~)~~~~). Let P E CP!! be a canoni- 
cal program, and let g(x], . . . , xk) be the function computed by P. We show that 
g(v l,. . . , yk) is a restriction of j& to K This proves that rv(fmn) z~ iCFki 3 7(k) 
and therefore also that q&J = [C’&[ = T(k) since the relation rV( f,.,) 4 T(k) 
follows immediately from the de~nitions, 
Suppose that the O-edges in P are xi -DO Xa(i] and that the l-edges in P are 
Xf --*l xb(i) where -1 L a(i), b(i) C k and where we use the convention that x0 is the 
O-sink and x_] is the l-sink. Recall, from the definitions of canonical programs that 
if a(i) > 0 then a(i) > i and that the same holds for b(i). 
Let Ai be the set of indices of the end points of the edges which start at vertices 
from the set (x], . . . , xi.+} and end in vertices from the set (x], . . . , xk, x0, x_,). 
Notice that 1 Ai! d min(2( i - l), k - i + 3) d $( k + 2). 
To every destination d E Ai we allocate adistinct vertex Zi,d in the layer of Yi. If 
i E Ai we choose zi,] to be yi. The partner of yi (i.e., the vertex in the layer of yi 
whose l-edge crosses the l-edge of yi) is not allocated to any destination. Since 
1 Ai1 t 1 =G (2k+7)/3 c m such as allocation is always possible. 
The assignment cy is now built in the following way (refer to Fig. 3): All the 
variables in the layer of Yi, except Yi itself, are assigned the value 0. Denote by Yio, 
Yjl, zL~ the vertices which satisfy Yi +‘Yio, Yi -+’ yi], Zi,d +* 2i.d (see Fig. 3). The 
variables in the layers between Yi and Yi+] are assigned values accord&g to an 
assignment ai under which Yio +a8 Zi+],a(i],Yi] ,sui zi+],b(i) and zL~ +pi zi+l.~ h 2WXY 
d E Ais Lemma 3.2 gua~ntees the existence of such an assignmc~t. ~inally~ the 
variables of the layers up to and not including the layer of y] are assigned values 
according to am assignment Of. which satisfies 4cl,, +*O Y1, an e variables of the 
layers past the layer of yk are assigned values according to an assignment ffk which 
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Fig. 3. Building the assignment a.
satisfies yKtO~*~ycrk~, ykl -+akyb(k), ~~~-+~*y~, zh_1 -+a&~_1 [again y. and yT1 are 
the sinks). The union of Al these assignments forms the desired assignment a. Cl 
beerem 3.4. g FE 0, then t’( T( k)) G k 
roof. Choose M > (2k+7)/3 and consider tbe sequence of functions {$nzn)zzl. The 
previous lemma shows that the variables of fnsn can be part?‘tlorM into subsets 
V *,..., VP”, U in such a way that IV;,l=k, rvi(f,n)=T(k) for l<iGp, and such 
that (k~~~~n~ __*“+” 1. 
If in 8 then we have 
or F( T(k jj S ( mn/pn) -+n-roo k as required. Cl 
If f~ 0 and t‘ is monotone non-decreasing, then t’(k) f t(k) for every 
fcZ1 . 
f. If a~@ T(k-l)<m=~ T(k) and t’((m)>t(m)=t(T(k)) then we also have 
4 T(k)) 3 i(m) > t(m) = t( T(k)) which is a contradiction to the last theorem. III 
would like to thank the referees for their helpful Gomments 
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roof of Theorena 2.9. According to L,emma 2.6, T*(n) is equal to the number of 
different canonical programs which define functions that depend on all the variables 
xlV*, x,. We know that these functions do not contain parallel edges, and that 
the source of each one of them is x1 B The total number of canonical programs 
satisfying these two conditions is (n + I)! . n!. From this number we have to subtract 
the number of canonical programs which satisfy the above two conditions but define 
functions that do not depend on all the variables x1,. . . , x,. 
LetAbeasubsetof{x,,..., nc,) with x1 E A. If (P, x,) is a program which defines 
a function that depends on all the variables of A and only on them, then it is clear 
that the edges emanating from A are directed into other vertices in A or into the 
sinks. If the function is to depend on all the variables of A, these edges can be 
chosen in T*(IA)) different ways. The edges emanating from the vertices not in 
may now be chosen arbitrarily. ‘I’he only constraint is that no parallel edges are 
allowed. These edges can be therefore chosen in nXjEA (n -j+ 2)( n -j + 1) different 
ways. Therefore 
T*(n)=(n+l)!* n!- C T*(lAI)= n (n-ji-2)(n-j+l) 
AE{x,,...,x,J X/&A 
n-1 
=(n+l)!* n!- C T*(k) l C n (n-j+2)(n-j-H). 
k=l Ac{x, .sw,Xm) XjEA 
x,tzA 
lAJ=k 
Denote 
n 0 = k c n (n-j+2)(n-j+l) AE{x, ,...,xn) xieA 
= C n (n-j+2)(-Pr-j=t1) 
As{1 ,...,n) je A 
1eA 
(Al=k 
= c 
DC_{1 ,..., n lJ!i3 (j+ l)_i - . 
lBl=n-k 
It is easy to check that (i) satisfy the required recursive relations. 
Alternatively, we can count, using the principle of inclusion an 
number of canonical programs wit urce in which the indegrees of all 
the vertices, except xl, are nonzero the set of the canonical programs 
in CPn with no parallel edges in w ee Of Xi is zero. t is easy to chec 
that if l<il<i,<--<iksn then 
IA i, n l l l nAJ=(n-k+l)! l (m-k)! l -$+2)(n-k+j-ij+ 
j=l 
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Therefore 
where 
fi (a-k+j-4+2)(n-k+j-&+I) 
j-1 
and therefore according to the principle of inclusion and exclusion 
T*(n)=IA$n* l l A”,I 
(n-k+l)!.(n-k)!. 
Again, it is easy to check that {E} satisfy the stated recursive relations. Cl 
Using the above formulae we get 
T”(1) =2, T*(2) = 8, T”(3) = 56, 
T”(4) = 608, T”(5) = 9440, T*(6) = 198272, 
T*(7) = 5410688, T*(8) = 186043904, T*(9) = 7867739648 
and also that 
T(1)=4* T(2) = 14, T(3) = 88, 
T(4) = 890, T(5) = 13132, T(6) = 265286, 
T(7) = 7020256 T(8) = 235455602, T(9) = 9754845460. 
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